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Abstract

Around 500calAD, the Coast Salish peoples of southwestern British Columbia began to inter their dead within funerary petroforms. These burials, consisting of arrangements of stone and soil built over the dead, marked a transition from inhumation burials within village midden deposits, to above-ground cemeteries located around village peripheries. This upward and outward movement of the dead is exemplified at the Rocky Point Peninsula on the southernmost tip of Vancouver Island. It is one of the largest mortuary sites on the Northwest Coast of North America, with 553 funerary petroforms distributed within and between two large neighbouring cemeteries.

Focusing analysis on the mesoscale encompassing these two largest cemeteries, I consider local-level depositional practices—the bringing together of stone and soil for the burial of their dead—employed by these communities of ritual practice. Cluster analysis was first used to identify patterns in the external material attributes of these burials. Point Pattern Analysis was then employed to explore the spatial variation of the types of features identified by the morphological analysis. The results of these analyses point to a fundamental bifurcation in both funerary petroform morphology and placement. Funerary petroforms with rounded outlines, which tend to be relatively small and medium-sized, cluster together and produce clusters of clusters at larger scales within each cemetery. This is in contrast to straight-sided funerary petroforms, which tend to be significantly larger, and are spatially repelled by both clusters of the smaller curvilinear features, as well as other comparable straight-sided features. The most striking result comes from the analysis of funerary petroform visibility. There is a paradox in visibility when viewed from both travel routes around or through the cemetery, as well as between clusters of funerary petroforms within the cemetery. As above-ground features, often built in patterned ways, funerary petroforms are intentionally hidden from sight. Significantly, many were placed at the very threshold of visibility, neither completely visible nor completely hidden. There is a kind of anti-monumentality, with the most morphologically distinct funerary petroforms—very large straight-sided mound-like features—being the least visible burials, perceptually isolated from the living as well as from clusters of other funerary petroforms.

Contextualizing these results with a thematic analysis of ethnographic and contemporary Coast Salish funerary practices suggests that the death of some Rocky Point peoples provoked ritual actions to anchor the dead in funerary petroforms. It was a 'public secret' that the dead were present around the periphery of every village and it was these layers of concealment—the corpse within the funerary petroform, and the funerary petroform placed at the threshold of visibility—that made the building of these features an effective ritual practice. These were layers of protection not only for the corpse, but also for the living. This Coast Salish sense of monumentality was the matrix by which the hidden dead were deeply felt.

With the ritualized building of funerary petroforms at Rocky Point, the ancestral dead were increasingly entangled in the relations of power among the living. This depositional practice was an important first step in creating a sense of immortality written large on the landscape. Funerary petroforms were built within a liminal period of ritualization using stone, a material metaphorically equated with attributes such as transformation and containment. This was a critical process of transforming the dead from corpse to ancestor and the living from mourner to inheritor. While other Northwest Coast peoples had clans, and therefore a sense of house group immortality, the Rocky Point peoples had ancestors anchored to place, touchstones by which powerful and proprietary family and house-owned names, histories, and connections to place were transmitted through time. The building of funerary petroforms—and by extension access to the requisite ritual expertise—produced and legitimating a division between classes based on historical connections to place and the curation of hereditary names, titles, and other intangible property. This created a sense of timelessness in relations of power, and the emergence of an upper class who ‘knew their history,’ in contrast to those who had ‘forgotten’ it—or lacked access to the ritual knowledge and other prerogatives necessary to make a more indelible historic connection to place.

In the transition from inhumation to funerary petroform depositional practice, ritualization was as a process central to defining history and place. The entangling power of the dead, however, is not limited to the past. The building of funerary petroforms is a process that continues to enmesh people, places, and materials through time, and in ways that people moving stones and soil a millennia ago could not have foreseen. The dead at Rocky Point have remained powerful actors, with funerary petroforms serving as nodes in the currents of power between Coast Salish peoples and settler society, and the legitimation of ownership and the rights associated with historical connections to place.
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